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Patch Testimonials 
 

Healed in 5 Days 
My son had a bad snowboard 
accident where he hit a rock with 
his face. Fortunately, he had only a 
bruise under the eye and the nose, 
but deep scrapes all over his face 
and he had an appointment on 
Monday for a new job!! So, he 
applied X39™ on his body for 3 
days and just have a look at how 
quickly and perfectly his skin healed, 
there isn’t even a trace of a scar on 
his cheek within 5 days. 

~ CHRISTINE GAY-GIRRBACH 
 

The doctor was amazed at how quickly I was healing 
I had an accident, which caused a deep laceration 
on my left shin. It required 10 stitches on the 
outside and 2 on the inside. The doctor said “your 
one lucky dude you just missed the nerve by a 
hair.” It was about a 3-inch laceration and I could 
visually see my shin bone. Yes, not for the faint of 
heart. I used X39™ near the area and as illustrated 
in the instruction for use. In the second picture, 
which was just 4 days after the accident, you can 
see very little swelling and redness reduced. One of 
the things that I noticed was that I had a severe 
reduction in aches and discomfort around the area. 
Even the swelling was minimal. On day 8, I was 
hopeful I could get the stitches out. The doctor said she was amazed at how quickly I was healing and how good the wound 
looked. The stiches were removed, and the doctor released me and said I was good to surf and resume normal activity the 
next day! I am so impressed at my progress and how incredibly fast it healed. ~ JIM L. 

 
Fingertip Grows Back  
A 6-year old’s fingertip got separated 
from in a door. The doctor said the only 
thing to do was a skin graph, but the dad 
insisted that the doctor reattach the 
fingertip. The doctor said “ok, but the 
tip will die off in a few days”. 
Immediately after surgery the dad 
started with X39 and Canosine, and 
look at the results after 2 months! The 

doctor was amazed and said “even if this were possible, it would have taken over a year to do this”. 
 

Incredible results after  
Only 3 months   
After 18 years of multiple breaks, this person’s 
thumb was was inflamed and blue in color. Using 
the X39™ patch for 3 months, there is a 
dramatic difference! 
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My Skin Looks Much Younger and Healthier - I have noticed after I have been using X39 for 2-
3 weeks my skin looks much younger, healthier and shines 24/7 with or without make up. I am so excited, thank you for this 
discovery! ~ BETTY ASLANIS 
 

The pain went away immediately - The patches work great, the first 2 times I put the patches below 
my belly button, and it took a while about 1 to 2 hours before I noticed a difference, the pain level went down to about 2, 
then I changed and placed the patch on my sore spot, the pain went away immediately. Today - my 4th patch, same on my 
sore spot, and went to karate, I did not notice any pain at all, for karate, the hip is the most important part of your body, 
because every move starts from the hip. ~ G 
 

The effect is almost a miracle! - I hurt my lower back, which also caused pain in one leg. It’s the most 
painful experience I’ve ever had. For the past several months I’ve had cortisone injections and physical therapy which have 
helped somewhat although I still was unable to walk normally. As soon as I started using the X39™ the pain went down 
almost immediately, and I was able to walk again without limping. I don’t want to exaggerate but the effect is almost a miracle! 
~ LILY 
 

I feel more focused, energetic and youthful - Having had back pain for over 20 years and using 
cortisone shots with osteoporosis side effects, I got introduced to LifeWave in June 2017. LifeWave changed my life towards a 
healthy and wealthy life. No more back pain or any other type of problems. I was very happy with the LifeWave patches 
before I got introduced to the X39™. After 1 week I feel more focused, energetic and youthful using it. ~ FARRAH 
BAHAMIN 
 

After 9 months of pain, I’m back at the gym - Shelley, my wife has gone to the gym, lifted, yoga, 
aerobics, and a serious cyclist for the last 20 years or more. About 9 months ago she got hip bursitis and had to totally stop. 
She was in serious pain. We tried everything. Every time she would try to do anything at the gym or biking she had to quit. 
After beginning to wear the X39™ patches, she didn't notice the results as quickly as I did, but slowly she started noticing that 
she was in less pain. She now has started back at the gym and is very excited about how this has changed her life for the 
better. She has also struggled for a few years with arthritis in her hands and that is not bothering her this winter. Shelly and I 
will never stop using X39™!  ~ DAVE COX 
 

My recovery times after training have been phenomenal - After using X39™ for a 
month I can honestly say without a doubt that it works! I'm a competitive cyclist as well as a busy husband and dad that works 
every day. Ever since I started using X39™ I've been less tired with higher mental awareness with less physical and mental 
fatigue. My recovery times after training have been nothing short of phenomenal. With a faster recovery time I'm able to push 
100% the next day. ~ SHANE 
 

I am sleeping even better - I have more sustained energy during the day, and I am sleeping even better at 
night. I didn’t think I could sleep better given the fact that I wear Alavida, but I am sleeping even better. Thank you for this 
truly awesome new patch! ~ RHONDA WALKER 
 

My hairdresser was amazed how fast my hair grew back - I have to share. So many 
women have thinning hair and spend a lot of money on hair care products that are not effective! I know because in the past up 
until recently, this was me. X39™ is super amazing. I chopped off my hair to shoulder length in November and my hairdresser 
was amazed how fast it grew back when he saw me a couple of days ago. ~ MITZI AMBROSIO 
 

Pain is diminishing… more energy - I've been using X39 since June, right now I relieve my pain in my 
right wrist, which I had problems with over 40 years, it's diminishing. I've experienced more energy and tightening of the skin 
in the face, hurry for the X39™. ~ FREDDY JØHNK 
 
I noticed so many benefits - WOW ... A thousand, a thousand thanks David for having created the X39™ 
patch, it is wonderful. The first night I applied it, I heard and felt my blood flow and I woke up with a lot of energy and to date 
I have not felt tired. Additionally, I have noticed many more benefits, such as growth of hair, hair, nails, smoother skin and 
greater mental clarity, the X39™ is PHENOMENAL!! ~ CONCHITA FELIX 
 
'It’s stopped two migraine attacks' - I am still so grateful for the X39™ patch! Besides more energy I 
have also managed to stop two migraine attacks, which I have never been able to with any of the other patches. ~ HEIDI 
HORN WIEDEMANN 
 
Disclaimer: The statements in these testimonies about products have not been evaluated by any regulatory authority and are not intended to 
diagnose, treat, cure or prevent any disease or medical condition. Always consult with your own physician or other qualified health care providers 
before embarking on a new treatment, diet or fitness program.   


